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Abstract: Application Level Multicast is a promising approach to overcome the deployment
problems of IP level multicast. In this paper, we propose an algorithm to compute a set of n-1
backup multicast delivery trees from the default multicast tree. Each backup multicast tree is
characterized by the fact that exactly one link of the default multicast tree is replaced by a
backup link from the set of available links. The trees can be calculated individually by each of
the nodes. The so-called backup multicast tree algorithm can calculate this set of trees with a
complexity of O (m log n). This is identical to the complexity of well known minimum spanning
tree algorithms. The backup multicast tree algorithm is the basis for the reduced multicast tree
algorithm that can calculate a tree, which results from the default multicast tree by removing a
particular node and by replacing the links of the removed node. We show mechanisms that can
be used to choose these explicit backup trees.
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Routage Explicite pour Multicast Applicatif
Résumé : Le multicast applicatif est une alternative intéressante au multicast natif dans le réseau
étant donné les graves problèmes de déploiement que rencontre ce dernier. Dans ce rapport, on
propose un algorithme pour calculer un ensemble de n-1 arbres de transmission de sauvegarde
pour n’importe quel arbre multicast. Chaque arbre de sauvegarde est caractérisé par le fait
qu'exactement une liaison de l'arbre de transmission par défaut est remplacée par une liaison de
sauvegarde. Les arbres peuvent être calculés de manière individuelle pour chacun des noeuds.
Cet algorithme a une complexité en O(m log n), identique à la complexité des algorithmes d'arbres à minimum de couverture. Il peut aussi être utilisé pour trouver un arbre qui découle de
l'arbre par défaut en ôtant un noeud particulier et en remplaçant les liaisons du nœuds manquant.
Nous montrons des mécanismes qui peuvent être utilisés pour choisir ces arbres de sauvegarde
explicites.
Mots clés: Multicast, Multicast Applicatif, Routage Explicite
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1 Introduction
Application level multicast also known as end system multicast has become a very popular research topic during the last years due to the deployment problems of IP multicast. Typically,
application level multicast approaches apply similar concepts as IP multicast such as running
multicast routing protocols and building multicast delivery trees, but with the difference that
these operations are performed on application rather than on network level. Application level
multicast avoids multicast deployment problems in the Internet and can be used to bypass routes
established by underlying routing protocols that do not consider the current load or congestion
level for the routing decision. Application level multicast is based on the establishment of overlay networks. Multicast packets are forwarded between the end systems via such overlay networks.
Mechanisms for explicit path selection are not included in most multicast distribution concepts.
With explicit path selection, the sender of a multicast packet can explicitly select the distribution
path (usually a tree) of a single multicast packet. This allows a sender selecting individual multicast trees for each single packet in order to react on events such as link breaks, node failures,
congested links, and group member leaves. We propose that a sender of a multicast packet can
select a backup multicast tree instead of the default multicast tree by inserting a fixed size identifier to the multicast packet. A multicast delivery tree is typically established by multicast routing protocols in case of IP multicast and by peer-to-peer protocols in case of application level
multicast. Such a multicast delivery tree is then used for the distribution of multicast data. The
selected backup multicast tree can then be used to immediately react on link failures without any
delay caused by reestablishing a new multicast delivery tree for the new topology. Load balancing can be achieved by using different trees simultaneously and can be applied when a particular
link of the default multicast tree becomes congested or for increasing throughput.
Another usage of explicit path selection might be preventing particular nodes of a multicast
group to receive a multicast message. This might be useful in secure group communications. In
such cases, group keys must be updated whenever a node joins or leaves [1]. For joining nodes,
the new key can be distributed along the old multicast delivery tree and by explicitly sending the
new key to the joining member. However, in case of a leaving node, the old multicast delivery
tree can not be used, because the leaving node would receive the multicast message with the new
group key. A naïve approach for key distribution is to distribute the group key via point-to-point
connections between the root generating the new key and the individual group members, but this
approach is not scalable. Other tree based and hierarchical approaches form sub-groups within
the group and distribute the new group key along the sub-group trees. Only a small part of the
sub-groups must be re-established for a joining member and most of the established multicast
distribution trees for the various sub-groups can be used for efficient key distribution [1][2].
Explicit path selection can be implemented by explicitly specifying the nodes to be traversed,
e.g., using the routing header in IPv6 [3] or by describing the multicast group member addresses
in explicit multicast [4]. Since specifying all the nodes to be traversed does not scale for large
multicast groups, it has been proposed for small groups only. As an alternative, packets can be
marked with a unique path identification (ID) such as a label like in multi-protocol label switching (MPLS) [5]. The label must be assigned with a certain path using label distribution protocols, which adds significant overhead in terms of signaling bandwidth and delay. MPLS-like
approaches add hard states to the involved protocol entities.
In contrast to MPLS, the BANANAS concept [6] provides path IDs for IP level unicast forwarding without introducing a special signaling protocol. The path ID is derived from a link state
database, which must be known in advance within a routing domain, and is encoded as a concatenation of local link IDs of the routers to be traversed. Four bits are sufficient per router with
up to 15 interfaces. In this case, a 128 bit path ID can encode paths with a length of up to 32
hops. In order to eliminate the signaling overhead, BANANAS proposed to calculate alternative
paths in a distributed manner such that each node calculates the same set of paths. The concept
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is based on the assumption that a limited set of possible alternative paths can be calculated in
reasonable time. It is proposed that each node i calculates the ki shortest paths to each destination. Since the calculation is performed at each node independently from each other, a distributed validation process in order to harmonize the calculations is required. According to [7], k
shortest paths of a graph with n vertices and m edges can be calculated with complexity O (m +
n log n + k).
The concept presented in this paper supports path IDs for multicast data delivery. This allows
selecting a certain multicast tree for explicit delivery of a multicast packet. We propose to select
one multicast delivery tree for application level multicast packet distribution from a set of up to
n trees, where up to n-1 backup multicast trees are constructed from the default multicast delivery tree in an overlay of n nodes. Each of the n-1 backup multicast trees has n-2 links in common with the default multicast tree and differs in exactly one link. A sender of a packet can then
choose among the n trees to distribute the packet. The chosen tree must be identified by an ID
within each multicast message. Since we assume a limited ID space, we have to limit the set of
possible trees among which a sender can choose. We present an algorithm that calculates the n-1
backup multicast trees belonging to a single default multicast delivery tree. Based on this algorithm we present another algorithm computing multicast delivery trees that include all nodes of a
group except a single particular node to be removed from the multicast group. For each node to
be removed its links will be replaced, if possible by links calculated for the n-1 backup multicast
trees mentioned above.
An alternative concept to the one proposed in this paper would be to calculate a tree that is as
disjoint as possible to the default multicast tree. However, such a single disjoint tree can not be
used for the construction of trees that exclude particular nodes. Moreover, our algorithm for the
backup multicast trees minimizes the number of backup links that are required to build the n-1
backup multicast trees.
Since we believe that application level multicast will be a promising basis for future multicast
services and applications, we develop our concept within this context. For our work, we assume
some kind of overlay network such as CAN [8], Chord [9], RON [10] or Tapestry [11] on top of
which the application level multicast protocol can run. Our proposed concept is independent of
the underlying protocols. We only assume that the underlying protocols establish a mesh of links
between nodes, not necessarily a full mesh. A certain connectivity is also required to be able to
identify backup links that shall replace the links of the default multicast tree in certain conditions.
Our concept is independent from specific applications and could support applications such as
streaming, audio/video conferencing, games and computer-supported collaborative work. It is
based on the calculation of a spanning tree for multicast data delivery. Spanning trees can be
used for both any source multicast (ASM) and source-specific multicast (SSM). Scalability is
limited by the overhead to distribute topology information and to compute a spanning tree based
on this information. However, by introducing hierarchical structures as proposed in NICE
(NICE is the Internet Cooperative Environment) [12], the concept should be able to support
large numbers of group members. We therefore think that our proposed mechanisms could be
integrated into NICE. However, the concept should also be applicable to other protocols that are
generating spanning trees for multicast data delivery, e.g. Narada [13].
In section 2 we review related work on application level multicast such as NICE and Narada. In
particular, we discuss concepts to improve reliability. Section 3 presents a signaling protocol to
support explicit multicast delivery tree selection for application level multicast. The proposed
algorithm for constructing n-1 backup trees out of a single default multicast tree is described in
section 4. Also the complexity and performance of this algorithm is evaluated. We will show
that the complexity for calculating n-1 backup multicast trees for each of the links of the default
multicast tree has a similar complexity as calculating a single minimum spanning tree. The result
is confirmed by an implementation of the backup multicast tree algorithm. This algorithm is one
of the key contributions of this paper. Section 5 presents an algorithm for constructing a multiINRIA
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cast delivery tree based on the default multicast tree, but with the condition that a particular
node is removed from the tree. This algorithm can be used to calculate additional n alternative
multicast delivery trees. The algorithm presented in section 4 is the basis for that. Section 6 presents our proposed encoding scheme to specify within a multicast packet, which of the alternative multicast delivery trees shall be used for multicasting the packet. The encoding scheme is
based on a cardinal representation of trees and is another main contribution of the paper. Section
7 presents distributed versions of the algorithms presented in sections 4 and 5. The signaling
protocol introduced in section 3 is extended accordingly. Section 8 concludes the paper.

2 Application Level Multicast
Several Application Level Multicast schemes have been proposed by other researchers. Some of
them provide mechanisms to support load balancing or reliability in case of error situations such
as node failures and broken links. However, none of them supports the delivery of multicast
packets to exactly n-1 group members, which can be helpful for efficient key distribution in multicast groups.
Scribe [14] is built on Pastry [15], a generic peer-to-peer object location and routing substrate.
Scribe generates a tree routed at a rendezvous point, which corresponds to the node with the
closest node ID to the group ID of the multicast group. A node can join the group by sending a
join message towards the root of the tree. Forwarding entries are created in forwarder nodes as a
result of join messages. Nodes wishing to leave a group transmit leave messages, which result in
removing the forwarding entries in the forwarder nodes. In case of a parent node or link failure,
a node must retransmit a join message towards the tree in order to repair its branch.
Bayeux [16] is an application level multicast system on top of Tapestry [11] routing. Multicast
receivers are organized in a tree with a single root. Load balancing can be achieved by replicating root nodes. A member joins by sending a join message towards the root of the tree. The root
replies with a tree message. When receiving a tree message, nodes on the path between the root
and the joining member add the new member as a node they have to serve. Similarly, leave messages trigger prune messages in case a member leaves a group.
NICE [12] arranges end systems into a hierarchy. Each end system is assigned to a certain level
in the hierarchy. Members of the same level are grouped into different clusters, which are controlled by a cluster leader. The cluster leader is selected such that it has a minimum distance to
the other cluster members. The hierarchy is used to define different structures for control message and data delivery. Control messages are required for cluster management. A joining host is
mapped to a cluster, such that it has rather close neighbors. Each member of a cluster on level n
must be the head of a cluster on level n-1. Clusters exceeding a certain size are split or merged if
the cluster size violates some upper or lower bounds.
A mechanism called Probabilistic Resilient Multicast [17] is based on forwarding data not just
once but multiple times to randomly selected nodes. Obviously, this introduces some bandwidth
overhead. Negative acknowledgements are used to detect losses.
Narada [13][18] constructs a multicast distribution tree in two steps: First, a mesh is established
out of a set of possible links between two nodes based on continuous performance measurements between two nodes. This mesh is then the basis for the spanning tree construction in the
second step by applying a reverse shortest path mechanism. Spanning trees are constructed for
each potential sender in order to optimize trees for each source. In case of node or link failures,
new overlay links need to be added to the mesh. This results in some delay to repair a failure.
The HostCast protocol [19] establishes an overlay data delivery tree and a corresponding control mesh. Both cover all group members. Reliability is achieved by establishing specific secondary links between nodes and their grandparent nodes as well as their uncle nodes. Broken links
of the primary data delivery tree can then be replaced by the secondary links. HostCast requires
establishing a control mesh. Moreover, the number of secondary links is quite large (> 2n).
Network Coding and distribution of specially encoded multicast streams over a redundant multicast graph has been proposed in [20]. The concept not only increases the throughput that can be
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achieved by distributing data to receivers that are reachable via various paths. If different
streams have to pass the same links, they can be combined using network coding mechanisms.
Each node has two redundant paths to the source, but this does not protect from arbitrary link
failures.

3 Signaling for Application Level Multicast
The mechanism for computing backup multicast trees proposed in section 2 can be used in three
modes:
1. Independent mode. Each node must get a complete view of the multicast overlay topology,
in order to calculate the backup multicast trees independently from any other node. This is a
similar requirement as in [6], where each node needs the complete knowledge of a domain’s
topology. In our case, each multicast overlay node performs exactly the same algorithm and
computes exactly the same set of backup multicast trees for a given default multicast tree.
In order to get this complete overlay topology view, the exchange of topology information
is required. In this section, we propose a simple signaling protocol that supports the distribution of topology information.
2. Distributed mode. The exchange of complete topology information can be avoided by a
distributed version of the proposed mechanism. This allows reducing the amount of exchanged information. It also allows a node to know only the local, but it requires a sophisticated signaling protocol, which is tailored to support the backup multicast tree algorithm.
This protocol is described in section 7 in more detail.
3. Central mode. The algorithm can also be used at the root of the multicast delivery tree
only. In this case, only the root calculates an appropriate tree for multicast data delivery and
specifies the tree using a self-describing specification of the multicast tree in the multicast
data packet. This can be done using a cardinal representation as described in section 6.
However, such a cardinal representation might exceed the space available for a tree description and might be applicable to limited group sizes.
An important task to enable multicast data distribution is the management of a multicast group
and the establishment of a multicast delivery tree. We propose to use a simple protocol in order
to exchange complete topology information among the multicast overlay network and to support
the independent mode (1.) of our mechanism as described at the beginning of this section. The
signaling protocol makes use of three signaling messages: join, leave and tree. Those signaling
messages can be encrypted or signed dependent on security requirements.
The join message is sent by any node that wants to join the multicast group. The join message
contains information about the connectivity of the new member to other peers and is forwarded
towards the root of the multicast tree. In order to limit the join implosion problem in case of a
large group, we can have multiple root nodes that individually serve a certain subset of multicast
member nodes. In that case, these root nodes have to organize themselves on a higher level such
that each root node gets all multicast packets sent to the multicast group. Naturally, the root
nodes of the various sub-trees perform the same protocol but just one level higher. This two-tier
architecture also corresponds to peer-to-peer networks with super peers. Super peers are peers
with special characteristics such as higher access network bandwidth or higher processing
power. Such super peers are ideal candidates to serve as root nodes for sub-trees. Such a twotier architecture as depicted in Figure 1 can also preserve the scalability of the approach in case
of large groups. Note that similar as proposed in [12] more than two levels can be formed. In
that case, a node must only know the topology of its own sub-tree.
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Figure 1: Two-Tier Application Level Multicast Architecture
In response to a join message, the root sends a tree message to the group members possibly after
the root has checked whether the node is allowed to join the group. The purpose of the tree message is to inform the other group members about newly joined nodes and to update the connectivity information of that peers. We assume that the exchange of tree messages ensures that the
peers are always aware of the connectivity within the multicast overlay network. If the overlay
network does not provide information about the quality of the links, the nodes might measure
parameters like round trip times or available bandwidth to other nodes themselves. In case of a
super peer based network, each peer only needs to know the connectivity of the peers belonging
to the same sub-tree served by a super peer. After receiving the tree message each node updates
its information about the peer-to-peer network. It also calculates the alternative multicast delivery trees, i.e. the default multicast tree, e.g. using a minimum spanning tree algorithm, and the
backup multicast trees using the backup multicast tree algorithm presented in section 4. The
alternative multicast delivery trees are assigned to some unique tree ID as discussed in section 6.
Each multicast message must carry this tree ID. A node receiving a message can derive from the
tree ID and the knowledge about the topology how to forward the message.
If a peer node wants to leave a group, it sends a leave message towards the root. In this case, the
root updates its member list as well as the overlay network topology and sends a tree message to
the group in order to update the group membership and topology information. All group members have to update their group membership and topology information accordingly and have to
recalculate the alternative multicast delivery trees including their tree IDs.
Tree messages are sent in response to join or leave messages, but should also be sent periodically (typically in the range of several seconds or tens of seconds as usual in link state routing
protocols) in order to refresh group membership and topology information. In case of a refresh
the tree messages can use an already existing multicast delivery tree and can be sent by the root
with the corresponding tree ID. The same is true in the case of a leave message. The leaving
node should take this tree message as an acknowledgement that the root has received the leave
message. For the other nodes, the tree message serves as a message to indicate that a node has
left the group. Recalculation of the alternative multicast delivery trees and updating the tree IDs
should occur after forwarding the tree message to the next node. If the tree message is sent in
response to a join message, it can be sent using a previously used tree ID identifying the multicast delivery tree without the new node. In addition, a separate tree message with complete
group membership and topology information can be unicast to the new peer.
The transmission of a multicast message can be performed always via the root node in order to
allow admission control for group messages. If an incoming message contains an unknown tree
ID, the message should be forwarded as a broadcast message to the neighbor nodes of the peer.
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Broadcast messages should be kept in memory for a certain duration in order to detect and discard duplicated broadcast messages.

4 Backup Multicast Trees
4.1 Overview
The main motivation of explicit multicast routing is to enforce packet forwarding along preselected alternative paths. Alternative paths can be used in several situations such as link failures, congestion, and leaving nodes. The corresponding multicast delivery trees need to be calculated in advance and each node must be able to assign a tree ID.
We assume that n nodes of an overlay network (vertices) are interconnected by a mesh of m
links (edges). For a full mesh with n vertices, the number of edges is m = n (n-1) / 2. However,
usually application level multicast approaches do not establish full meshes, but only certain links
between nodes. For example, Narada [13] proposes to select the best links that fulfill certain
quality requirements. Moreover, since overlay networks are established between nodes behind
firewalls, we have to assume that not each node can connect arbitrarily to any other node. On the
other hand, in most approaches each node tries to establish a certain number of links to other
nodes. This also improves the reliability of the overlay network.
Out of the finally resulting mesh a huge number of possible multicast delivery trees could be
calculated. We assume that multicast delivery trees are spanning trees consisting of n vertices
and n-1 edges. Since the tree ID is limited to a certain size, we need an algorithm that restricts
the number of possible multicast delivery trees. We propose to restrict this number to n and to
compute n-1 backup edges that can replace each of the n-1 edges of the default multicast tree in
case of link breaks or congestion situations. The basic idea of our approach is compute a backup
edge from the set G-T (G: set of edges of the graph, T: set of default multicast tree edges) for
each edge of the default multicast tree T. Replacing each of the n-1 edges of T by its corresponding backup edge results in n-1 backup multicast trees. Note that a single edge can serve as
backup edge for more than one default multicast tree edges. The default multicast tree and the n1 backup multicast trees result in n alternative multicast delivery trees that can be used for a
delivery over a multicast overlay network.
In this section, we present the algorithm from modes 1 and 3 as described at the beginning of
section 3. We assume that each node knows the default multicast tree. There are several ways
how to build such a default multicast tree. It can be built based on multicast routing protocols or
by using a minimum spanning tree algorithm. Assuming Prim’s minimum spanning tree algorithm [21] with a complexity of O (m log n), one could naïvely calculate n-1 minimum spanning
trees for the n-1 graphs G-ei with ei = edge i of the minimum spanning tree, i = 1, …, n-1. The
complexity for calculating n-1 backup multicast trees is O (m n log n) in this case. Our intention
is not to calculate backup multicast trees with optimal link weights, but that can be calculated at
low cost. Another goal is to determine a rather small set of edges that can serve as backup edges
for the edges of the default multicast tree. Moreover, we select backup paths in such a way that
they have minimum overlap with the default path.
The idea for the proposed algorithm to calculate the n-1 backup multicast trees for a given default multicast tree is taken from the observation that one broken edge of the default multicast
tree can either be repaired with a single replacement of this edge by a backup edge that is not in
the default multicast tree or it can not be repaired at all. A backup edge can repair all other
edges of the default multicast tree with which the backup edge forms a cycle. For example, in
Figure 2 edges 5, 8, 9, 12, 13, and 14 can be repaired by edge 19. On the other hand, edge 1 can
not be repaired.
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Figure 2: Default Multicast Tree with Backup Edges

4.2 Backup Multicast Tree Algorithm
In the following we describe an algorithm for uniquely determining the backup edge for each
single default multicast tree edge using a C-like pseudo code. We assume that the complete
graph is stored in a linked data structure of vertices with pointers to their edges and neighbor
vertices as it would result from a minimum spanning tree calculation. We also assume that the
default multicast tree edges are labeled as such and that each vertex has a vertex ID.
In the first part we calculate the path from the root to each vertex in T and store this path with
each vertex (path_from_root). In step 2, we calculate for each edge in G-T the resulting path
from the root via the first vertex to the second vertex of the edge (backup_path). That path is
called backup path for a certain vertex, since it allows reaching a vertex via an alternative path
than the default path along the default multicast tree. The backup paths can be used to reach
vertices in case of edge failures. For example, edge (L, N) stores backup path SACHLN (S L,
N), while (N, L) stores backup path SACEIMNL (S N, L). Edge (A, D) stores backup path
SAD (S A, D), while edge (D, A) stores SABDA (S D, A), which will later be detected as
not valid, because A occurs twice in it. This means that a vertex can be reached via several
paths: First via the path along the default multicast tree and in addition via several backup paths.
For example, node L can be reached via the default multicast tree, but also via a backup path
going via J and another backup path going via N.
In the second part we determine the path to reach a vertex via an edge of G-T. We calculate and
store for each edge in G-T at which node the path along the default multicast tree and the
backup path to reach a particular node begin to differ. For example, node L can be reached via
the backup path SACEIMNL (S N, L) and by the path along the default multicast tree SACHL
(S L). These two paths begin to differ in the fourth vertex (E vs. H), but the first three vertices
(SAC) are identical. Therefore, we store the value of 3 (also called common path length) with
the backup path (SACEIMNL/3) at (N, L). Figure 2 shows the result of the first two parts of the
algorithm.
In the third part we begin to copy the backup paths to the leaf edges of the default multicast delivery tree. After the copy operation we extend the backup path by that node of the edge that is
closer to the root of the tree. If a leaf edge connects to two edges of G-T, we only keep one
backup path, in particular that path with the lowest common path length. For example, edge (H,
L) connects to two edges in G-T: (N, L) and (J, L). We only keep backup path SABDFJLH/2,
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but remove SACEIMNLH/3 due to the higher common path length. This approach selects
among several alternative backup paths the one with the lowest number of common nodes with
the path from the root to a node along the default multicast delivery tree. We consider that
backup path as the best choice.
4.2.1

Algorithm

vertex_set
vertex
edge_set
edge

N, V;
root, n, v, x;
E, F, G, T;
e, f, g, h;

V := {root}; root.path_from_root := (root); root.distance_to_root := 0;
while (V != Ø) /* part 1 : O(n) */
{
v := first_element(V); V := V - v;
N := {all vertices x | edge (v, x) ∈ T};
while (N != Ø) {
n := first_element(N); N := N - n;
n.path_from_root := (v.path_from_root, n);
n.distance_to_root := v.distance_to_root + 1;
V := V + n;
}
}
/* here, for all vertices x: x.path_from_root
*/
/* describes the path from the root to x,
*/
/* x.distance_from_root describes the number of */
/* hops from root to x
*/
F := G-T;
while (F != Ø) {
/* part 2: O(m log n) */
f := first_element(F); F := F - f;
f.backup_path := (f.x.path_from_root, f.y);
x := (lowest common parent of f.x and f.y);
/* we apply binary search: complexity O(n)*/
f.backup_path_common := x.distance_to_root + 1;
}
/* e.x, e.y are the vertices of e (e.x -> e.y)
*/
/* at this point each edge e from G-T stores the */
/* path from the root to e.x plus edge e.y
*/
E := {edges of T with leaf vertices};
/* leaf vertex: vertex with degree 1 */
while (E != Ø){
/* part 3: O(m)*/
e := first_element(E); E := E - e;
e.backup_path = ();
e.backup_path_common = MAXINT;
for (j := 2; j > 0; j--){
if (j == 2)
F := {all edges f | f
else

∈ T && f.x == e.y};

F := {all edges f |f ∈ G-T && f.y == e.y};
while (F != Ø){
f := first_element(F); F := F - f;
if ((e.y is not twice in f.backup_path) &&
(f.backup_path_common
< e.backup_path_common))
e.backup_path := (f.backup_path, e.x);
}
}
e.labelled := TRUE;
if (all edges g ∈ T with g.x == e.x
are labeled) {
h := (edge ∈ T with h.y == e.x);
E := E + h;
}
}
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Figure 3 shows the state after copying the backup paths from the edges in G-T to the leaf edges.
We consider all the leaf edges as labeled. After that the copy operations are performed on the
other edges of T, which are not yet labeled.
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Figure 3: Result of First Round of Backup Multicast Tree Construction
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Figure 4: Final Result of Backup Multicast Tree Construction
Figure 4 shows the final result of the algorithm. After processing leaf edges in the first round,
edges (D, E), (D, G), (C, H), and (I, M) are processed in the second round. Basically, the
backup paths are copied towards the root of the tree. For edge (D, F) the backup path copied
from edge (K, F), i.e. SABDGKFD/4 is copied, but becomes removed, because the other backup
path (SACHLJFD/2) from edge (F, J) has a lower common path length (2 vs. 4). In a later
round, edge (A, C) is considered. From the backup paths copied from edges (E, C) and (H, C)
only the one from (H, C) is appropriate (SABDFJLHCA/2). The other one from edge (C, E)
SACHLNMIECA/3 contains C twice and must therefore be removed. When edge 1 (S, A) is
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considered, all backup paths from edges (A, C) and (A, B) contain A twice. Therefore, (S, A)
can not be repaired and is marked as not repairable.

4.3 Complexity Analysis
4.3.1

General Case

The complexity of the first part is O(n). We basically calculate for each edge (x, y) ∈ T the path
from the root of the tree to y and the distance of y to the root.
The while loop in the second part is executed for each edge in G-T, i.e. with O (m). The determination of the lowest common parent can be performed in O (log n) steps, if we apply binary
search. For example, when we calculate the lowest common parent of vertices F and K, we have
to consider the paths from the root to F and K respectively. These paths are SABDF and
SABDGK. The lowest common parent is D and D’s distance to the root is 3. In our example,
where the lowest common parent for edge (F, K) is calculated, we could have selected position 3
(B), then position 5 (G vs. F), and finally position 4 (D). Applying binary search, searching the
lowest common parent of the two nodes of an edge has a complexity of O (log D), with D = the
depth of the default multicast tree. Since D n, the total complexity O (m log n).
In the third part of the algorithm the inner loop is executed once for each edge in G. This results
in a complexity of O (m). This also means that the overall complexity of the backup multicast
tree algorithm is O (m log n).
4.3.2
Binary Tree with Full Mesh
We now assume that the default multicast tree is a complete binary tree and the graph is a full
mesh, i.e. each node is connected to any other. For the complexity analysis we assume that we
perform the determination of the lowest common parent by sequential search in the paths starting at the root of the tree. We now take one edge (x, y) from G and perform the comparison dex and S
y. The probability that the two paths along the
scribed above for the two paths S
binary tree to the two nodes x and y differ at the second node is at least ½. This means that for
m/2 edges (x, y) of G a single basic comparison operation (comparison whether two nodes are
different) is sufficient to find a difference in the two paths S
x and S
y. The probability
that the two paths along the binary tree to the two nodes x and y are equal at the second node but
differ at the third node is at least ¼. The probability that the two paths along the binary tree to
the two nodes x and y are equal at the ith node but differ at the i+1th node is at least (½)i .
In case of a complete binary tree for the default multicast tree and a full mesh for the complete
graph an upper limit for the total number of path comparisons to find a difference in the two
x and S
y for all m edges (x, y) of the mesh is given by the following formula:
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This means that in a full mesh with a complete binary tree as default multicast tree the total
number of comparisons to find the lowest common parent of the two nodes of any edge is limited by 2m. The total complexity of part 3 becomes O(m). In that case, calculating n-1 backup
links can even be performed with a lower complexity than computing the minimum spanning
tree.

lim m

4.4 Performance Measurements
Figure 5 shows the performance of an implementation of the backup multicast tree algorithm
using gcc on an Intel ™ Xeon 3.06 GHz CPU with 512 KB cache and 1 GB main memory.
Random topologies with up to 500 nodes have been generated. For each node, links to 20 % of
other nodes randomly selected are generated (m = 0.2 n2). A topology with n = 500 nodes has m
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= 500 * 500 * 0.2 = 50’000 links. Calculating all backup links for the n-1 default multicast tree
links takes less than 40 ms for a 500 node topology. The graph shows the measured time using
95 % confidence intervals compared with the function f (m, n) = 0.3 (m log n). We see that the
curve for f (m, n) is growing faster than the curve representing the computing time of the backup
spanning tree algorithm. Figure 6 shows the performance when each node establishes only 4
links to other nodes (m = 4 n). In addition, the function f (m, n) = 0.4 (m log n) is plotted. Again
this indicates that our determined complexity of O (m log n) is correct.
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Figure 5: Backup Multicast Tree Performance
(each node has connections to 20 % of the other nodes)
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Figure 6: Backup Multicast Tree Performance
(each node has 4 connections to other nodes)

5 Removing Nodes from a Multicast Tree
5.1 Overview
Backup multicast trees can also support situations, where nodes leave the multicast group and
new group keys need to be distributed among the remaining group members efficiently, but such
that the leaving node does not receive the key. Our goal is to construct from the default multiRR n° 5397
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cast tree a new tree that covers all nodes except the leaving node. This new tree is also called
reduced multicast tree hereafter. A reduced multicast tree can be derived from a single backup
multicast tree, only if a node leaving the tree is not a branching point. In that case and assuming
that x is the leaving node, w is the upstream node (the next node from x to the root), and y is the
downstream node (the directly connected child of x), a backup multicast tree should be constructed by replacing edge (x, y) by the corresponding backup edge and by eliminating edge (w,
x). Given the example of Figure 4 and assuming that node F leaves the group, we can construct
a reduced multicast tree by replacing edge (F, J) by backup edge (L, J) and by removing edge
(D, F).
However, a single backup multicast tree is not able to support leaving nodes that are branching
points of the tree. In the following we describe a general mechanism to construct a so-called
reduced multicast tree. This tree can be used to reach all nodes of the default multicast tree, but
not a single node that shall be removed from the tree. To remove a node from a default multicast
tree, we have to remove the upstream edge of that node and to replace the downstream edges of
that node by other links. The replacement is required to re-connect the vertices further down the
tree. The replacement of different downstream edges can be supported by the reduced multicast
tree algorithm presented in subsection 4. A downstream edge can be replaced by its backup
y via the backup edge of (x, y) does
edge, if the following condition is fulfilled: The path S
not lead via x. It is important to note that if there exists such a backup edge that can replace the
downstream edge, the algorithm presented in section 4.2 will find such a backup edge.
If we consider again the scenario in Figure 4 and assume that node C leaves the group and needs
to be removed, the backup edge for downstream edge (C, H) is edge (J, L). The resulting path
from S to H is SABDFJLH. This path meets the condition above and does not lead via the leaving node C. However, the backup edge for edge (C, E) is edge (L, N) and the resulting path from
S to E is SACHLNMIE. This path does not meet our condition and leads via node C. Therefore,
backup edge (L, N) is not appropriate to replace downstream edge (C, E). We have to emphasize here that if any of the vertices along this sub-tree (E, I, M, N) would have had an edge to
another vertex not in the sub-tree of C, this edge would have been found as a backup edge for
downstream edge (C, E) by the algorithm presented in section 4. This means that if this sub-tree
(E I, M, N) can be connected to the default multicast tree without going via C, there must either
exist a connection via the other sub-tree beginning at C or it cannot be connected at all to the
default multicast tree. This observation leads to the following algorithm for removing a node X
from a default multicast tree and for constructing a reduced multicast tree.

5.2 Reduced Multicast Tree Algorithm
In the first part of the algorithm given in C-like pseudo code below, we process all edges of T. If
the backup path for edge (x, y) leads via vertex x, vertex y is colored red, otherwise it is colored
green. If a vertex y is colored green, we can replace edge (x, y) by its backup edge for the construction of the reduced multicast tree.
In the second part, we process each edge of G-T. All these edges might be needed to connect the
sub-trees of the red vertices to the reduced multicast tree. For each edge (x, y) of T we create a
set of edges and map each edge of G-T to one edge of T. An edge (w, z) is mapped to (x, y), if x
is the lowest common parent of w and z in T and if w is a child of y in T.
The third part processes all edges mapped to one of the edge sets in the second part. First, we
select a node x to be removed and store all direct children of x in sets GREEN or RED dependent on their color from the first part. We take one green node y after another and check whether
an edge of its set Dx,y connects to a sub-tree of a vertex in set RED. If so, the red vertex becomes
green and the edge is added to set Ix (set of interconnection edges for x). At the end of the algorithm, a reduced multicast tree can be constructed for all nodes x with only green direct children
y. For constructing the reduced multicast tree, we take the default multicast tree and remove all
edges that include x. We add all edges of sets Bx and Ix. This results again in a spanning tree,
which includes all vertices of the default multicast tree except x. If a node x has one or more
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directly connected red children, it is not possible to construct a reduced multicast tree. In this
case, several group members become even disconnected from the multicast group. It is not possible to build a new default multicast tree that includes those vertices with the current set of
edges. New edges (overlay links) need to be established in this case.
5.2.1

Algorithm

vertex
vertex_set
edge
edge_set

x, y, a, b;
RED, GREEN, Y;
e, f;
E, F, G, T, ∀(x,y)∈T: Dx,y, ∀x∈T: Ix, Bx;

E := T;
/* part 1 : O(n)*/
while (E != Ø) {
e := first_element(E); E := E - e;
x := f.x;
if (x is in e.backup_path) {
f.y.color := red;
else {
f.y.color := green;
Bx := Bx + backup_link(e);
}
}
E := G-T;
order(E);

/* part 2: O(m) */
/* order all edges according to */
/* some predefined criteria
*/
while (E != Ø) {
e := first_element(E); E := E - e;
x := (lowest common parent of e.x and e.y);
a := (next node from x towards e.x);
Dx,a := D x,a + e;
}
V := {all vertices of T};
/* part 3: O(m) */
while (V != Ø) {
x := first_element(V); V := V - x;
Y := {all vertices y |
∃ edge e in T with e.x == x, e.y == y}
GREEN := {all green vertices of Y}
RED := Y - GREEN;
while (GREEN != Ø) {
y := first_element(GREEN); GREEN := GREEN - y;
F := Dx,y;
while (F != Ø) {
f := first_element(F); F := F - f;
b := (next node from x towards f.y);
if (b.color == red) {
Ix := Ix + f;
b.color := green;
GREEN := GREEN + b;
RED := RED - b;
}
}
}
}

Figure 7 illustrates the reduced multicast tree construction process with a given default multicast
tree consisting of the solid line edges. X is the node to be removed. The sub-trees of vertices Y1
and Y5 have backup edges that connect their sub-trees to the default multicast tree without going
via X. The backup edges are added to BX. Therefore, vertices Y1 and Y5 are colored green initially, all others (Y2, Y3, Y4) become red. In the second part, the various links of G-T are
mapped to edge sets. For example, (W2, Z2) and (Z1, Z2) are mapped to edge set D(X,Y1). One of
these two edges is processed first (let us assume (W2, Z2)) and it is discovered that this edge
connects to the sub-tree of the red vertex Y2. Y2 becomes green and (W2, Z2) is added to set IX.
Later edges (W2, Z3) and (Z5,W4) are also added to IX. In order to get a reduced multicast tree
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for node X we have to remove all edges with X as a vertex from the default multicast tree and
add the edge sets IX and BX.

A
B

default multicast
tree edge

X
Y5

backup
edge

Y1

W1

Y2

interconnection
edge

Y4

Y3
Z3

Z5

W4

W2

Z1
Z2

Figure 7: Reduced Multicast Tree Construction
Note that if no reduced multicast tree for node X can be constructed by the given algorithm the
nodes downstream of a leaving node X will be disconnected from the graph and no tree that
includes all of them exists. In this case, the underlying peer-to-peer network must solve the connectivity problem. This problem can be avoided, if each node establishes a certain amount of
links to other overlay nodes. It might also be helpful, if not only links to close peers are established. Otherwise, network partitioning might occur with a higher probability in case of link
failures.
Instead of distributing a multicast message via a single reduced multicast tree, one could also
use several trees, if a single reduced multicast tree cannot be constructed.
In the case of multiple leaves, we have to serialize the leaves and construct the reduced multicast
trees accordingly. In this case, for a hierarchical scenario as depicted in Figure 1, the algorithm
can be performed concurrently in each sub-tree.

5.3 Complexity Analysis
The loop in part 1 of the reduced multicast tree algorithm is performed once for each edge in T.
This results in a complexity of O (n). The second part has a complexity of O (m), because the
loop is performed for each edge in G-T. Also part 3 has a complexity of O (m). The inner loop
is performed once per edge in G-T. Each edge is in one of the sets Dx,y. This means that an
overall complexity of O (m) is required to construct n reduced multicast trees, if we assume that
all backup edges are known in advance.

6 Tree IDs for Multicast Delivery Trees
In the previous sections we have presented concepts to calculate backup and reduced multicast
trees from a given default multicast tree. In particular, n-1 backup multicast trees and n-1 reduced multicast trees can be calculated in order to support failures or cases with leaving nodes.
The idea is that the sender (the root of the tree in case of source-specific multicast) selects an
appropriate multicast delivery tree among several alternatives to distribute the multicast message. We propose to calculate for each alternative multicast delivery tree a unique identification
called tree ID which allows a forwarding node to discover how a message must be forwarded.
Such an ID should have the following characteristics:
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The tree IDs of two consecutive default multicast trees (before and after a node joins or
leaves) should differ, because some messages might be delayed and messages that shall
be forwarded along different trees might be present simultaneously. Also the protocol
operations presented in section 3 require that a tree ID remains valid for some time after a tree has been changed.
• The tree IDs of all backup and reduced multicast trees should be different in order to
be able to distinguish which trees associated with a default multicast tree shall be used
to distribute a multicast message.
• The size of such a tree ID should be limited in order to scale for large groups.
Based on this discussion, we propose to use three fields for specifying the selected multicast
distribution tree:
1. a default multicast tree ID for specifying the currently used default multicast tree used
for the multicast group
2. a type ID specifying whether the default multicast, one of its n-1 backup multicast trees
or one of its n-1 reduced multicast trees shall be used
3. a node ID specifying in case of a reduced multicast tree which node shall be excluded
from the default multicast tree and in case of a backup multicast tree which upstream
link of the specified node shall be replaced by its backup link.
For the calculation of the default multicast tree ID we propose a combination of a cardinal representation and MD5 [24]. A link-based scheme as used in [6] is not appropriate for our case,
because links among peers will change more frequently than router links. Moreover, in case of
large groups a tree ID consisting of all traversed link IDs might become too large.
The default multicast tree ID is based on a cardinal representation [22][23], which encodes the
structure of the tree and its IDs separately. The structure is represented using a balanced parenthesis representation obtained by a pre-order traversal wherein a "(" is output when we enter a
node and a ")" when we leave a node. This is then combined with the pre-order traversal of the
node IDs. This representation takes (n log n + 2n) bits to encode a tree of n nodes. Further, it
can be used to represent arbitrary sub-trees since the nodes are simply listed in pre-order. At
each forwarding node, a single traversal of the encoding is sufficient to find the children and
construct the encodings of the sub-trees. Thus at each node the number of bits in the encoding
reduce by a significant amount. For the tree given in the example below the following path ID is
calculated at root S: ((((())())(()(()))))SABGDFCKEJ. Since this path ID is variable in length
and can easily become very long in large groups, we have to map it to a constant length identifier. We propose to apply a hashing mechanism on the cardinal representation and use the resulting hash value as path ID. In cases where the cardinal presentation is short enough, hashing
could be avoided. Also in this case, the pre-computation of n-1 backup trees or n-1 reduced
trees would not be required, since the sender of the multicast packet is able to completely specify the path to be taken by the multicast packet. In this case, our presented algorithms can be
used to efficiently calculate alternative routes for single link breaks and node leaves. However,
the case that the cardinal presentation is short enough is not the general one.
•

Example:

S-----A-------C--------E----J
¦
¦
B---F K
¦
G---D

7 Distributed Algorithms
For the calculation of the backup and reduced multicast trees, we assumed that each node knows
the default multicast tree and the complete mesh topology. Based on this knowledge, the backup
and reduced multicast trees can be computed by each node independently according to the algorithms presented in sections 4 and 5. An issue to be investigated in this section is whether the
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algorithms can be performed without that each node knows the complete topology. In the following subsections we show that this is possible, but under the constraint that additional signaling between the nodes is introduced.
For both subsections we assume a more light-weight basic signaling mechanism than described
in section 3 based on tree, join, and leave messages. A joining node sends a join message towards the root of the multicast delivery tree. The root in turn confirms the inclusion of the joining node by a tree message and inserts the path from the root to the joining node along the default multicast tree. This way, each node can learn the path from the root node to itself.

7.1 Backup Multicast Tree
For the distributed algorithm of the backup multicast tree algorithm, all the nodes need to know
to which other nodes they connect to and which of these links are used for the default multicast
tree. The algorithm makes use of two additional signaling messages in addition to tree, join, and
leave messages:
• Backup Path Establishment (BPE)
• Backup Path Termination (BPT)
The protocol begins with the transmission of BPE messages over links that are not part of the
default multicast tree. Initially, the node originating a BPE message will put the IDs of the nodes
along the default multicast tree path from the root to itself into the BPE message. We assume
that each node has learnt that path before, e.g. by a tree message.
A leaf node receiving a BPE message will then select from all received BPE messages that one
that includes the best backup path as defined for the backup multicast tree algorithm in section
4. The node will append its own ID to the backup path in the BPE message and forward it to its
upstream node towards the root of the default multicast tree. A forwarded BPE indicates that a
node is part of a backup path in order to replace a link. For all BPE messages that are not selected by a leaf node, a BPT message is sent back towards the originator of the BPE message.
The node creating a BPT message is also called terminating node hereafter. BPT messages are
forwarded in the reverse direction as the corresponding BPE messages until the final destination
(the originating node of a BPE message) has been reached. BPT messages contain the recorded
path information from the root via the node originating node of the BPE message to the terminating node. If a node receives a BPT message it can learn from the included backup path, for
which links the backup path (and the backup link) have been selected. In particular, these are all
the links between the nodes originating and terminating the BPE message
A node, which is not a leaf node in the default multicast tree, will receive BPE messages from
links that are not part of the default multicast tree, but also from its downstream nodes via default multicast tree links. Processing of BPE messages is performed in exactly the same way as
in the case of leaf nodes. Forwarding of BPE messages to upstream nodes shall be performed
periodically and a node has to consider BPE messages received from all other links.
For example, we consider Figure 4. Node L issues a BPE message with path SACHL to node N.
N forwards the BPE message via M, I, and E to C. C terminates this BPE message and returns a
BPT message including the backup path SACHLNMIEC. Backup link (L, N) can serve as
backup link for the default multicast tree links between C and L. These are (C, E), (E, I), (I, M),
and (M, N). Later, any node between the root and C might detect or be informed (via additional
failure notifications) that there exists a problem on link (C, E). Such a node might simply insert
a tree ID into the multicast packet indicating that the packet shall be forwarded via the backup
multicast tree instead of the default multicast tree. This means that the packet shall be forwarded
via the backup link (L, N) instead of link (C, E). When node C receives such a message, it does
not forward the packet via link (C, E). The packet arrives also at node L, which has learned from
the exchange of BPE and BPT messages that link (L, N) serves as backup link for link (C, E).
Therefore, L forwards the multicast packet via the backup link to N. Then, the packet travels to
E along the branch of the default multicast delivery tree, but in the opposite direction.
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The signaling overhead associated with this procedure depends on the number of edges (m).
There is not more than one BPE message on each of the m links. Since the BPT messages travel
exactly on the reverse path back to the originators of BPE messages, also not more than m BPT
messages are generated. Note that in a dynamic environment these messages should be distributed periodically. In that case one BPE and one BPT message occur on each link per interval.

7.2 Reduced Multicast Tree
With the signaling protocol described in subsection 7.1 each node learns the backup links and
the backup paths for all links, to which it is directly connected. With this information a node Yi
(i = 1, …, 5) in Figure 7 can derive, whether there exists a backup path for link (X, Yi) that does
not lead via node X. If such a backup path exists node Yi is a green node and can be connected
to the multicast tree via the backup link for (X, Yi). If this is not the case, node Yi is a red node
and has to search for a connection to one of the other sub-trees of X that are represented by the
nodes Yi.
This search can be supported by another signaling protocol extension. Each node Yi that can not
be connected via backup links to the multicast tree has to send an explore message towards the
children along the default multicast tree. The message contains the link (X, Yi) as a parameter.
The message is flooded on the complete sub-tree of Yi, and each node on this sub-tree that has a
link from (G-T) forwards the message to its neighbor. The neighbor receives this message and
discards it, if X is not on the path from the root to itself. If X is on the path from the root to itself, the message is forwarded towards X and will be received by a child of X that is directly
connected to X. This direct child is one of the downstream nodes, for example Yj). If Yj is a
green node, it returns an interconnect message to Yi in the reverse direction than the explore
message. The message passes one link that is not in T. We call this link interconnection link.
The nodes of the interconnection link learn that this link is required to reach node Yj, if node X
becomes removed and will later forward multicast packets that contain a tree ID for the reduced
multicast tree for node X. After node Yj has received the interconnect message, it becomes a
green node and can also return interconnect messages for incoming explore messages from other
red nodes.
In our example given in Figure 7, Y1 and Y5 are green nodes, the other nodes Y2 - Y4 are red. Y2
sends an explore message, because it has learned that there is no backup link for (X, Y2) that
does not lead via X. The explore message is forwarded by W2 via Z3 to Y3, which is a red node
too and does not respond the explore message. However, the explore message is forwarded by
Z2 via Z1 and W1 to Y1. Y1 responds with an interconnect message that travels back to Y2. W1
learns that (W1, Z2) will be required to reach Y2 if node X becomes removed. Y2 receives the
interconnect message, becomes red and may later respond to explore messages from other red
nodes such as Y3 with interconnect messages.
The signaling mechanism to support reduced multicast trees requires an exchange explore / interconnect messages for each red node of the tree. The overhead can be reduced by piggybacking the various explore and interconnect messages that are traveling up and down the subtree below the node to be removed.

8 Conclusions
In this paper we have a proposed a concept for explicit routing in multicast overlay networks. In
particular, it allows specifying a particular distribution tree for the transmission of multicast
data. We proposed to calculate n-1 backup multicast trees for a given default multicast tree (e.g.,
a minimum spanning tree) that interconnects the n nodes belonging to a group. The complexity
for calculating these backup multicast trees is slightly above the complexity for calculating a
minimum spanning tree but can be even lower with certain types of graphs. The performance
measurements of the backup multicast tree algorithm implementation confirm the determined
complexity. In addition, an algorithm has been presented that allows calculating a reduced multicast tree by discarding a particular node, e.g. a node leaving the multicast tree, from the default
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multicast tree. Unique IDs for the alternative (default, backup, or reduced) multicast trees are
required in order to specify which of the trees shall be used for multicast message forwarding.
An appropriate encoding scheme has been developed and discussed. We also described a distributed version of the algorithms avoiding that each node needs to be aware of the full topology. This requires introducing a light-weight signaling protocol.
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